Buying a 2nd Hand Kubota can be a 'GREY' area

To make sure the machine you want is a genuine Kubota call our customer help desk and check its history on our international database.

Better Safe than Sorry.

Buying a genuine Kubota means that you benefit from:

- Compliance with stringent UK Health and Safety regulations
- Renowned long life and reliability: we still supply parts for some machines over 20 years old!
- Guaranteed minimum of 12 years spare parts and operator manual availability
- The latest Kubota low emission E-TVCS engines to comply with tomorrow's regulations
- Telephone helpline and technical support
- Operator training program to ensure safe effective usage
- National dealer network of Kubota experts
- Kubota Owners' Club membership
- Parts and labour warranty on every new machine

Visit: www.kubota-plus.co.uk our exciting new resource website for special offers and vital information.
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